MEURSAULT
2016 Vintage
Score : 89 – Inside Burgundy 2018
Score : 88 – Burghound – June 2018
Score : 16.5-17.5/20 – La Revue du Vin de France – June 2017

2015 Vintage
Score : 90 – James Suckling – Feb 2018
Score : 16/20 – Le guide des meilleurs vins de France RVF 2018
Score: 15.5/20 – Guide des vins Bettane + Desseauve 2018
“On the compact side for the vintage, this delivers pear, honey and lime blossom aromas and flavors. Backed by a firm
structure, with a hint of tannins on the finish. Best from 2018 through 2025. Score: 89/100” – Wine Spectator – July 31,
2017
“A noticeably toasty nose reflects notes of orange peel, apple, pear and hazelnut. The lavishly rich, indeed almost oily,
flavors coat the palate with sap where the texture contrasts markedly with the clean, dry and slightly minty finish. I
definitely wouldn’t describe this as classic but it certainly doesn’t lack for volume and opulence. 88/100” – Burghound –
June 2017

2014 Vintage
“ Lime blossom, citronella, toast, vanilla and citrus flavors pervade this sleek, tense white. Opens with air, staying
focused and long on the finish. Best from 2018 through 2024. 92/100” Wine Spectator – May 31, 2017
“A real Meursault nose with spicy bread, freshness. Round in the mouth, supple faint tannin, a little mineral. A hint of
spicy flavour. Direct and slowly mouth-watering without being effusive. A discreet but proper Meursault... Tasty in the
finish too... " Bill Nanson - The Burgundy Report - February 1, 2016

2013 Vintage
"Notes of reduction, closed, opens up with air. Mild with a good texture, fresh and spicy with hazelnut in the aftertaste."
Score: 14.5/20 - Le Point - September 3, 2015
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“Clear-cut citrus, only a very slight smokiness. Pure and tight on the palate, relatively light on the finish and in harmony
overall. Lively, restrained Meursault but without great intensity or, I suspect, longevity. (JH) Drink 2016-2019.” Score:
16/20 Julia Harding
"A nicely complex nose is comprised of acacia blossom, pear and hazelnut scents. There is good intensity to the delicious,
round and generous middle weight flavors that are attractively fresh and I like the texture of the ever-so-slightly mineralinflected finish. This should drink well young as well as reward 3 to 5 years of aging. 2018+" Score: 88 Burghound - June
2015

2012 Vintage
« Floral, lime and apple aromas and flavors mark this elegant white. Needs time to develop, but there's plenty going on,
all corralled by the vibrant structure. Best from 2017 through 2025. »
Score : 90/100 - Bruce Sanderson—Wine Spectator - December 15, 2015

2011 Vintage
"Gourmet, generous, lots of characters, beautiful volume. “ Score : 16.5/20 Le guide Bettane & Desseauve des vins de
France - 2014
“Rich with buttered peach and orange blossom notes, this wine has some flinty reduction that adds smokiness. It’s bright
and intense, needing a year or two to show itself more completely.” Score 90
"Appetizing, generous, lots of character, beautiful volume." Score : 16,5 Le Guide Bettane & Desseauve des Vins de
France - Selection 2014
"Nose of citrus, ripe fruit, gingerbread, or lime blossom which gives way to a generous and deep palate. A great
Meursault, classic, warm, driven by a good maturity conveying to this wine a beautiful volume. Hedonistic and refined.
" Score : 15 La RVF - n°580 - Avril 2014
"Open and generous, offering flavors of toast, butterscotch and sugar-browned apple, with a hint of grapefruit. The
acidity is most evident on the finish. Drink now through 2018." Score : 89 Wine Spectator – 15 novembre 2013
"A deft touch of wood sets off the pungent nose of mild reduction, pear and hazelnut nuances. There is good volume to
the delicious and highly energetic middle weight flavors that possess a light mineral component on the saline infused,
persistent and appealingly textured finish. This is a fine villages and worth considering." Score : 89 Burghound _ June
2013
"Light, lemon and lifted. Dances on to the palate. Zesty, pure and tight. It shimmers across the palate. Firm acidity and
minerality. It is spritely. Lovely typicity for these “lieu dits”. It is good to see a negoce focusing on these potentially
elegant higher vineyards for the village Meursault, from 2014."
Sarah Marsh _ Dec. 2012
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"[...] We like the restrained style. This wine displays lots of volume and finesse. This reserved character gives way to a
good persistence." Success,

RVF_ June 2012_ N°562_ p.109

2010 Vintage
"Together with Maison Champy, Chanson Père et Fils has regained their former glow since several vintages. Good news.
This beautiful and inense Meursault combines density, freshness and expressive character, flavors, and length. It is
precise, without caramelized heaviness, nor cumbersome woody notes." (5+)***1/2, Le Devoir--Nov. 2012
"Excellent "assemblage", clear, precise, good grape maturity, true to its "terroir", well-crafted oak note." Score: 16, Le
Guide Bettane et Dessauve des vins de France--Edition 2013
"A very beautiful white, delicate and mature, produced by one of the most talented winemakers Jean-Pierre Confuron
and Maison Bollinger." Rustica--Dec. 2012
"Aromas of hazelnut, lime blossom, lemon and apple introduce this precise, elegant white. Picks up a chalky mineral note
on the long finish. Best from 2014 through 2020." Score : 91 Wine Spectator--Jan. Feb. 2013
"Rather sweet, floral nose. Well sculpted with a dry finish. Very chewy - not quite enough juice but masses of acidity !"
Score 16
Jancis Robinson_ Feb 2012
"Nutty, buttery aroma, new hay - quite a lot of oak present on the nose and marked on the palate too. Juicy, firm acidity.
Really quite robust, in the full-bodied Meursault style, generous and meaty. The finish is firm and assured. Plenty of
presence for village wine. Good. From 2013Interestingly there are 4 origins and this is the core wine - the one with
richness and fat. Added to this will be wine from Les Clous and Vireuils. These higher vineyards should add some
minerality and finesses."
Sarah Marsh_ Burgundy Briefing_ November 2011

2009 Vintage
"Floral, lime, apple and peach flavours permeate this bright and elegant white, which shows intensity and builds to a
lingering aftertaste of citrus and toast. Drink now through 2014." Score : 90 Wine Spectator-- Aug. 2012
«Noticeable wood frames notes of hazelnut, citrus and spiced pear that precede the reasonably concentrated and very
round flavors that possess a soft mid-palate, all wrapped in a delicious if simple finish that offers acceptable length. This
very forward effort does display good Meursault character however. » Score: 87
Burghound 33 - jul - 2011
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2008 Vintage
«Excellent assemblage, giving a fair idea of the appellation. All the expected fatness and roundness, without being
present in excess, remarkable finesse. Score: 16»
Le Guide des Vins de France - Bettane & Desseauve 2011
«Very representative of the appellation in this vintage. The wine is rich without seeming heavy, balanced with a
beautifully fresh finish. »
Le Nouvel Observateur_130_September_2010
«Classic Meursault, big and hold with a rounded texture. That said, the wine does have a crisp edge of green apples to
balance the spiced toast, which is very evident at this stage. Score: 87» Wine Enthusiast_sep_2011
« Marked oak spice on the nose at the moment but there are nutty and mineral aromas underneath. Quite smoky. Fine
depth of fruit, tight and mineral on the palate. Very long. »
Score: 17/20 Julia Harding MW - Jancis Robinson.com/Janvier 2010
« A slightly spicy and mandarin tinged aroma. Sweet attack to a nicely plump middle palate with good viscosity and
appealing spicy notes. Ripe with well balanced acidity and a fruit driven finish. Perfectly decent village wine with good
typicité. Good. »
Tasting Notes Numéro II/Sarah Marsh/Eté 2009

2006 Vintage
« Well integrated, elegant, dense, oaky. An authentic wine with a very understandable terroir, highly recommended.. »
Note : 16/20
LE GRAND GUIDE DES VINS DE FRANCE Bettane et Desseauve - Edition 2009
« All the fat fruit of Meursault was its best in 2005, and even Chanson’s use of high toast wood for aging the whites
cannot hide it. Pineapple and peach flavors go with sweet yellow plums, juicy red apple acidity, and an exotic ginger and
nutmeg spice that add complexity. »
WINE ENTHUSIAST - May 2009
«Recently and vigorously taken over, this old negociant in Beaune now ranks among the best of Burgundy. Aside from its
outstanding red wines, the quality of the white wines has constantly improved. This Meursault 2005 is full, elegant with
well-integrated oak. Very authentic, the terroir character stands out. Highly recommended. » LE MONDE - September
2008
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2005 Vintage
« This well-toned version is vibrant and infused with lime, hazelnut and apple notes. A mineral accent emerges as this
unwinds on the finish. On the taut side. »
WINE SPECTATOR - August 31, 2007
« This Meursault from the Vireuils area has an elegant palate and a beautiful finesse.»
Bettane & Desseauve
TAST PRO - November 2006

2002 Vintage
“The colour is bright and clean. The wine is closed at the begining and then it gives off beautiful and fine sensation (light
aniseed and honey nuances). The underlying acidity supports the whole bunch. The fruit is there with a lot of distinction.
It will be more open in the coming 2 to 4 years. » LE GUIDE HACHETTE DES VINS 2005
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